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Category:Edition namingmodule.exports = extract; // Regexp that matches a
closing square bracket []. var closeSquareBracket = /[\]]/; function extract(value,
index, state, options) { var match, result; // Eat the character we're about to
match. index++; // Try the match. match = value.match(state, index); // No
match, return the original value. if (!match) { return value; } // Match, eat what
we matched. result = value.slice(index, match.index); // Match everything
between the brackets. var m = /([^\]]*)\]/.exec(result); // No match, return the
original value. if (!m) { return value; } // Return the value of the first match.
return m[1] || value || ''; }; Legacy Vanguard Bolsters Patient Experience
Excellence & Reputation NEW YORK, April 6, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Legacy
Vanguard, the flagship brand of Vanguard Healthcare Holdings, LLC, today
announced the appointment of Meg Newton as vice president of patient
experience. The patient experience team at Legacy Vanguard is responsible for
the quality, safety, and satisfaction of the company's patients and the coordination
of care for patients and families. The team is responsible for enhancing the
patient experience at Legacy Vanguard's patient care sites by facilitating the
patient's journey from the moment the patient arrives until their discharge from
the hospital, as well as coordinating the intake, evaluation, and treatment of
patients.
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